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On Accelerating the Convergence

of Infinite Double Series and Integrals

By David Levin

Abstract.   The generalization of Shanks' e-transformation to double series is discussed

and a class of nonlinear transformations, the [A/S]f£ transformations, for accelerating

the convergence of infinite double series is presented.   It is constructed so as to sum

exactly infinite double series whose terms satisfy certain finite linear double difference

equations; in that sense it is a generalization of Shanks' e-transformation or its equiv-

alent Wynn's e-algorithm.   A generalization of the [A/S]R transformation to N-

dimensional series is also presented and their application to power series is discussed

and exemplified.   Some transformations for accelerating the convergence of infinite

double integrals are also obtained, generalizing the confluent e-algorithm of Wynn and

the G-transformation of Gray, Atchison, and McWilliams for infinite 1-D integrals.

1.  Introduction.  One of the important properties of Shanks' e-transformation or

its equivalent Wynn's e-algorithm is that it sums exactly converging series whose terms

satisfy linear difference equations with constant coefficients (Shanks [8], Wynn [9]),

i.e., if

(1.1) «,= Z 0LkAka¡,      i = 0,1,2,...,
k=l

then
CO

(1.2) Hn(A¡)= Z a,sS,      i = 0,1,2,...,
/=o

where A¡ = SÍ_0 a¡.

The above property can be proved as follows:   From the relation (1.1) it can be

shown that
oo n

(1.3) Z «/ = - Z otkAk-lat,      i = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
j=i fc=l

and, therefore,

(1.4) A^S+  Z otkAk-xai+x,      1 = 0,1,2,-
fc=i

Regarding S and the constants ak as unknowns, we can find the sum S of a series whose

terms satisfy any difference equation of the form (1.1) by solving the (n + l)th order

linear system of equations

n

(1.5) A¡ = S +  Z otkAk~1ai+1,      i = m,m + 1, . . . , m + n.
k=l
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The solution of this system for S is

Am

am + l a,

Aam + X        Aa

(1.6) 5 =

lm+i

m + 2

lm + n

■ ■ am + n+l

m + 2 " - " Aam + n + 1

A"_1/7     An~la
a      "m + 1     a      am + :

A"-la
m + n+l

*m+l a,m + 2

Aam + l Aam + :

1

am + n+l

Aam+n+l

\n-l, ,n-l
*m + l

vn-1
m + 2 m + n+l

which is identical to e2n(Am) (Shanks [8]).

The relations (1.4) can also be written as

(1.7) A; = S- Z  Mi+k.      »'= 0,1,2,...,
fe=i

and these relations can be viewed as obtained by truncating the simple identity
CO

(1.8) Ai = S-Zai+k
k=l

and compensating for it by inserting some constant factors ßk,k = 1,2, . . . ,n.  A

generalization of this last idea for double series is presented in the following section.

It is shown that the general order Padé-type approximants for double power series

[A/S]M of Levin [6] can be obtained by this method.  Using some structural analysis

of the method, it is then suggested that certain choices of the set A are preferable.  In

Section 3 it is shown that the same particular choices of A also follow from a direct

generalization of the procedure (1.3)—(1.5) to double series.  With these choices of A,

an [A/S] approximant is obtained which sums exactly double series SJ°.=0 a¡- whose

coefficients satisfy any linear double difference relation of the form

(1.9) Z    «ki AkA2aij = 0,      a00*0,
(k,l)&S

where A,«,, = ai+, >f - at/ and A2auj = aiJ+, - aif.

The generalization of [^4/5] to TV-dimensional (/V-D) series and its application to

power series is discussed in Section 4, and a numerical example with comparison to

Chisholm approximants [2] is presented in Section 5.  In the last section we study the

generalization of Wynn's confluent e-algorithm and the G-transformation of Gray,
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Atchison, and McWilliams [4] to infinite double integrals.  For both 2-D series and 2-D

integrals we have found it necessary to assume that the 1-D case is satisfactorily solved.

2.  General Order Approximations to 2-D Sums.   We consider approximations to

the sum of a converging double series 2~.=0 fl« by using a finite number of its terms.

Let £2 denote the set of all ordered pairs of integers (i, j), referred to below as the

lattice plane.  Given a subset M of Í2, we define the complement M of M as

m - n - m,
the "nonnegative part of M"as

M+ = {(/,/) I (/,/) e M, i >0,j>0},

and the "(i, J) translation ofM"as

My = {(*, m)\ik- i, m -j)EM).

We also use M to denote the partial sum of order M of the series,

M=      Z+a¡i,
(ij)SM+

hence Í2 also denotes the sum of the double series
oo

(2.1) n= Z «a-
ij=0

For a chosen subset A of Í2 we have, in analogy to (1.8), the relations

(2.2) A_m_n = Çl-       Z      <ii-m,j-n>      (m,n) E£l.
{i,f)GSl-A

To obtain finite order relations of the form (1.7), we assume that the remainder sums

in (2.2) can be approximated by a linear combination of a finite number of their terms

(2.3) A_m_n»n-     Z    ßt/dt-mj-n,      (m, n) E n,

where R is a finite set of r elements, R C n - A. We now choose another finite set

5 C n+ having s = r + 1 elements to obtain a system of s linear equations

(2.4) ¿_m,_„=í2'-     Z   ßijaHmJ-n,      (m,n)ES,

for the unknowns {j3(y}/,. .^R and the approximation n' to Í2. The sets A, R, and S

must be chosen so that the system (2.4) has a unique solution. For instance, at most

one of the sets Rlm _„, (m, n) E S can be empty; otherwise the matrix of equations

(2.4) will have two dependent rows of the form (0,0,..., 0, 1).

For the case of a double power series, a¡.- = c¡fcly', systems of the type (2.4)

generate the general order Pade-type approximants [-A/S]m=aur presented in [6]. We

note that the notation used here is identical to that used in [6] apart from a slight

change in the definition of the "translation" of a set in the lattice plane.  An approxi-

mant [A/S]M is shown there to be a rational function with a numerator of rank A and

a denominator of rank S such that its power series expansion agrees with the original

power series on M, i.e.,

oo

(2.5) Z  c^yf-[AIS]M = 0(;ey,(/,/)ejf*-).
i,j=0
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It is also shown there that the Chisholm approximants [2] can be obtained from rela-

tions of the form (2.4) where identical factors, ß(j = 0,y are taken for some selected

pairs (/, /),(/', }')ER.

Let us examine the structure of the system (2.4) in terms of geometrical patterns

in the lattice plane Í2.  n ~A_m _n is the remainder of the sum A_m _n, and the sum

^(ij)£R $ipi-m ,j-n consists of series terms with indices in R_m _n C n - A_m _„.

The geometrical structures of n - A_m _n and of R_m _n are unchanged for different

im, n) E S apart from a translation.  This however is not always true for £2+ - A_m _n

and R +m _n, the sets which are actually active in (2.4) since a¡;- s 0 for (/, j) ^ Í2+.

These sets might have different geometrical patterns in the lattice plane for different

im, n) E S.  For example, Chisholm fN N approximants can be obtained from (2.4)

with A = {(/,;)| i, j<N},S= {(/, f) | 0 < i, j < A/} and R = M - A where M -

{(.", f) | i + j < 2/V + 1} and with 02JV+ w>/ = 0/j2jv+i-/ Jox f = 1,2, . . . ,N(see

[6]).  The set n+ - A_m __n is thus the quarter plane Í2+ taking away an iN - m) x

(N - n) rectangle from its corner, and Rtm _„ is mainly composed of two isosceles

right triangles with legs of length N - m and N - n.  Obviously, the structures of these

sets are geometrically different for different (m,n) E S.  In such a case the functional

form assumed in (2.3) for the remainder sums Í2 - A_m  _„ differs for different

(m, n) E S, and the system (2.4) is hence termed as a system with an irregular structure.

We claim that the irregularity in the structure pattern of the equations in the

system (2.4) affects the accuracy and the efficiency of the approximation.  To give an

example we consider the 1-D Padé approximants [m/n] to 'S,f=0cix'.  These can be

obtained from the system of equations

n

(2.6)      AXx) = [m/n] + Z ßkci+kx'+k>      i = m-n,m-n+ 1,. . . ,m.
*:=i

Here it is assumed that the remainder 2J1Í+, c¡x' can be approximated by a linear

combination of the first n terms in it, cj+xx'+1, cj+2x'+2, . . . , ci+nxl+n.  The

structure of the system (2.6) is irregular whenever m - n < 0, and the worst case is

m = 0  where in each equation in (2.6) the same remainder is represented by a dif-

ferent algebraic form.  The resulting approximation for m = 0 is the [0/n] Padé ap-

proximant which is usually not better than the [n/Q] approximant which is simply the

partial sum An(x). On the other hand, the [n/n] approximant which is usually the

most efficient one is derived from a system of equations with a regular structure. This

system, i.e. (2.6) with m = n, is actually the higher order system with a regular structure

pattern which can be obtained using only 2n + 1 terms of the power series.

In the 2-D case it is obvious that any choice of A such that A+ is finite yields a

system of equations in which each equation is of a different geometrical structure. Yet

Chisholm approximants are known to be quite efficient and they possess some impor-

tant properties; see [2]. In terms of the above discussion we can argue that in the sys-

tems of equations (2.4), which generate Chisholm approximants, there are still subsets

of equations in which the structure is fully or partially preserved in certain directions

in the lattice plane.  However, more efficient approximants are expected to be obtained

by choosing the sets A, R, and S so that the structure of the sets n+ - A_m _n and
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of R_m _n in the lattice plane is unchanged for all (m, n) E S. This is equivalent to

demanding that n~A_m _n C Í2+  V(m, n)ES since/?_m _„EA_m      . Foragiven

S C n+, the smaller set A satisfying the above property is the three-quarter lattice plane

(2-7) A= {(i,/) |i </ or/ </},

where / = rnax^. ^es í and / = max^- ̂ GiS /.

In the following section we present another motivation for choosing A of the

form (2.7) which also clarifies the significance of the classes R and S.

3.  Series With Coefficients Satisfying Linear Double Difference Equations.  In

analogy with the 1-D series with terms satisfying (1.1), let us consider 2-D series whose

terms satisfy linear relations of the form

(3.1) atj=      Z   *kA**2"i-k,H>      i>IJ>J>
(fc.Oer

where T is a finite set, T C n+, (0, 0) £ T, A,^. = ai+, j - at/, and A2a,y =

ai,j+i ~ aij-  ^° avoid tne occurrence of negative indices in (3.1) we must take / >

max(í,/)er ' an(l J ^ max(í,/)er /■  Yet alltne following results can be carried out for

any I,J>0 provided that terms with a negative index are defined as zeros.  This ad-

ditional assumption is, however, "unnatural" and usually inconstructive, and the [0/«]

Padé approximant may serve as an example for the outcome of such an assumption.

If n = £~/=0 a¡j < °° then, in analogy to (1.3), it can be shown that for M > I

and N>J,

n=      Z     a„+     Z   o^Af-'A,-1^-*^-/
(iJ)SA+ (k,l)<ET

(3.2)
oo oo

-     Z    ctkfi Z A\~l"M-k,j-    Z    a0,z Z A2~laijf-i>
(k,0)<=T j=N (o,/)er i=M

where

(3.3) A= {(/, ;)|i< Mor/ < TV}.

Equation (3.2) is an explicit expression for the double infinite sum 12 of a series whose

terms satisfy the given linear relation (3.1).  In order to use this expression one has to

find the coefficients ak[ in (3.1) and that can, in general, be done by matching a rela-

tion of the form (3.1) to a given finite number of series' terms.  However, one also has

to evaluate the infinite 1-D sums appearing in the expression (3.2), the same infinite

sums as those resulting from the discussion in the previous section.  In the following

theorem we present the definition of the suggested approximations to double infinite

sums and link together both motivations to it, the one just described and the one pre-

sented in Section 2.

Theorem 3.1. Let S be a subset of n+ having s elements and being "full-

ranked", i.e., if (k, l) ES, then {(i, f) \ 0 < i < k, 0 < / < /} C S.  Let T = S-

{(0, 0)} and let R be another subset of n+ having s - 1 elements.   Then the two

following definitions of approximations to the double sum n - £J%= 0 a,y are equiv-

alent:
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Definition 3.1. For M > I and N > J,

nT¿ut=A+     Z    ak,Akrl A2 ' «Af-k jf-i
(k,l)^T

kl*0
(3.4) o« -

-     Z    afe,o  Z ATlaM-k,j-     Z    «o,; Z  A2 laiJf_l,
(fc,o)er        j=N (o.oer       /=m

where A is the partial sum of order A of the series where A is given by (3.3), and the

s - 1 ak[,s satisfy the linear (s - l)th order system of equations

C3 5Ï «,/ =     Z    <*k/A*A2a ii,f)ER.
\*J> (k,l)£T

Definition 3.2.   The approximation [A/S]R is defined as the value n' in the

solution vector (£2', {/?;/•}(,• ne/;) of the linear system of equations

(3.6) n'-     Z    ßva^ktM = A_k>_i,      ik,l)ES,
(i,/)6*

where A_k _, is the partial sum of order A_k _,, the (~k, -I) translation of the

above A.

Proof.   Let [A/S]R and {ßij}(U)SR satisfy (3.6), i.e.,

(3.7) A_K_,= [AIS]R-     Z    py,-*,/-,,       (k,l)ES.
(i,/)6Ä

Since 5 is "full-ranked", we can operate with AkA2 on (3.7) to get

(3.8) A*4^_fc>_, = -    E    ßifAkiA2<*i-k,j-i,      (k,í)GT.
(¿,/)ej?

Let {afe/}(k;AG7- satisfy (3.6), then, multiplying (3.8) by akl and summing over all

(it, l) ET, we obtain

(3.9) Z    <*klAkA2A_kt_, = -     Z    a*/    Z    fyA*4Äf_fc>/_,.
(fc,/)er (fc,/)er       (i,/)efi

Interchanging the order of summation, using (3.5) in the right-hand side of (3.9), and

using the equalities

AÎA^_fc>_, = ^ ¿  Ak-laM_kJ, 1=0,
¡=N

Z ^Ayv-/. * = 0,
i=M

we obtain

Z    aklAk l¿^laM_k¡rf_,-     Z    «k>0  X *i~l*M-kj
(k,l)<ET (k,0)£T j=N

(3.10) k-l*0
OO

-     Z   a0>; Z  A21aijf-i=    Z    ßiflij-
(0,l)GT i=M (ij)^R
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Combining the (0, 0)th equation of (3.7),

[AIS\R=A+     Z   ßifiij,
(i./)SÄ

with (3.10), we thus obtain

[AlS]R = nTtA<R.   Q.E.D.

From the motivation of [A/S]R via recursion relation, it is clear that the choice

of the set R has no conceptual significance.  Also the restriction R C n+ -A, stated

in Section 2, can be reduced; R should only be chosen so that the matrix of the

system (3.5) is full and nonsingular. It is of course preferred to use an R with which

the number of series terms taking part in (3.5) is the minimal.

The two motivations, the structural considerations in the lattice plane, and the

recursion relation assumption led us to the inevitable conclusion that, in order to

obtain efficient approximations to the sum of 2-D series, the 1-D series which con-

stitute the above partial sum A should be computed, or well approximated.  In the

generalization of these approximations to A^-D series, as presented below, we assume

that the iN - 1)-D case is satisfactorily solved, i.e., that (¡V - 1)-D series can be well

approximated.

4. Generalization to N-D Series and Application to Power Series.  The generaliza-

tion of the above approximations to A^-dimensional series is direct; let Í2 be the set of

all the ordered vectors of integers iix, i2, . . . , iN) and let also

oo oo oo

n- Z   Z ••• Z aix,i2,...,iN-
ij=0 i'2 = 0 'N~°

The previous lattice plane terminology will also be used for subsets in the N-D lattice

space, its adaptation being evident.  To simplify the notation, we introduce the vector

notation !-(<„/„..., iN), a, = a and also ûj_k = \-kvl%-lc1^.jiIf-ktl

and x1 = xj»jcj» ■ ■ ■ x'ff.

Definition 4.1.  Let S be a "full-ranked" subset of £2+ having s elements and

R C n+ having s - 1 elements. The approximation [A/S]R to Í2 is defined by the s

order system of linear equations

(4.1) A_k = [A/S]R - Z P>,_k,      k E S,
iGR

where

(4.2) A = { m | mx <MX or m2 < M2 ... or mN < MN}.

Theorem 4.1.  The approximation [A/S]R is exact for all the convergent series

whose terms satisfy linear recursion relations of the form

(4.3) ai =        Z akAVk   for i¡> If,j = 1,2,...,N,
kes-{(o,o)}

where A is the vector of the difference operators A = (A,, A2, . . . , A^), provided

that in (4.2) M, > I¡ for / = 1, 2.N, and that the system (4.1) has a unique

solution.
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Proof   The result follows by a direct adaptation of the equivalence theorem

3.1 to the AMD case.

We now consider the application of the [A/S]R approximation to A^-D power

series

(A A) n(x) =    Z    ctx\

Theorem 4.2. The approximation [A/S]R to N-D power series can be written

as the ratio of a "polynomial"of rank A and a polynomial of rank S (the quotation

marks are used since A is not a finite set). Also

(4.5) Í2(x) - [AIS]R = 0(xk, k E A U R).

Proof.   The [AIS]R approximation to power series is defined by (4.1) with

ai = qx1. Multiplying (4.1) by x1 and denoting p^x1 by ß[, we obtain a more convenient

defining system of equations for [A/S]R,

(4.6) xM_k = xk[AlS]R + Z ffe_k>      kES.
¡<ER

The s x s matrix of coefficients of the system (4.6) has the xk, k £ S, in one column

and the constant c¡_k in all the other columns.  Also the left-hand side of (4.6) is a

"polynomial" of rank A.  Therefore, in solving (4.6) for [A/S]R by Cramer's rule, we

obtain a "polynomial" of rank A over a polynomial of rank S.  The determinant repre-

sentation of [A/S]R which follows from solving (4.6) by Cramer's rule is also needed

for proving the second part of the theorem.  Using this representation, the proof of

the theorem in [6] can be easily adapted to prove (4.5).

Theorem 4.3.  [A/S]R is exact for any function of the form

Z£=i Z/t'o"1*/ ity(*i>*2> • • •,x'-»' *i+1' • • • ,Xn)
(4.7) fixx,x2, . . . ,xN)

V H Xklrk2  ■ ■ ■ rkN
^k£S ak1,k2,...,kN*1   X2 XN

in the domain of convergence D of its power series expansion at x = 0, /(x) =

2^ien+ qx', provided that the subset R is chosen such that the system (4.6) has a

unique solution.  In (4.7) we assume that the numerator and the denominator have no

common factor and we denote them by P(x) and Q(x) respectively.   The functions

{g¡j}f= i ¡Jö  can be any functions of N - 1 variables analytic at the origin.

Proof  Multiplying (4.7) by ß(x) and comparing the coefficients of the mono-

mials x1 in both sides, we get

(4.8) Z dkCi_k =0,      i € A.

Multiplying (4.8) by x1, we obtain for i E A

(4.9) Z d'kax_k = 0,
fces

where d'k = dkx* and at = ctxl.  Equation (4.9) can be rewritten as
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(4.10) Z   %A_k = 0,
kes

where

a0 = Z dkxk = Q(x).
kes

For x E D it is clear that Q(x) =£ 0, and the terms a¡ satisfy (4.3) with ak = -a'k/Q(x)

and /• = M:. All the conditions stated in Theorem 4.1 are thus satisfied for xED,

therefore [A/S]R = fix). Q.E.D.

So far we have assumed that the infinite iN- 1)-D partial sums A_k, kES, are

known.  In order to make the [A/S]R approximants practical, we must replace those

iN - 1)-D series by some appropriate approximations, e.g., by some iN - 1)-D [AlS]R

approximants.  Of course, the above exactness theorem will no longer hold.  However,

it can still be shown that for a function of the form (4.7) the resulting approximation

can be written as P(x)lQ(x), where the approximation P(x) « />(x) is controlled by

those iN- 1)-D approximations used to approximate the partial sums^4_k.

For the 2-D case we can use ordinary Padé approximants, [m/n], to replace the

infinite 1-D series appearing in [A/S].  The resulting approximation is denoted as

[[mln]A¡S].  However, the assumption of a linear 2-D relation (3.2) (with constant

coefficients) between the terms {a¡A of a 2-D series does not necessarily imply that a

similar 1-D relation (1.1) holds between row or column elements of {fly}.  Therefore,

the ordinary Padé approximants might be unsatisfactory for our purpose, and some

other summation methods, e.g., the recent (/-transformation of Levin and Sidi [7] might

be more suitable.

5.  Numerical Example.  We now apply the [A/S]R approximants to the Beta

function

T(l + x)r(l + v)
(5.1) B(p,q) = B(l+x,l+y)=    n2 + x+y)      •

This case has been considered by Graves-Morris, Hughes-Jones, and Makinson [3] using

Canterbury approximants.  Following their work, we consider approximations to
oo oo

(5.2) fix,y)= Z  Z cifxy,
,=0 ;=0

defined by

1 + xyfix, y)

(53) *1+*'1+>)=(i+*xi+,)-
The coefficients {c¡A, required for computing the [A/S]R approximants, were

calculated using the first procedure suggested by Graves-Morris, Hughes-Jones, and

Makinson.  We considered symmetric subsets A, S, and R,

A = {(/,/) | i < m or / < m} =Am,

S = {H,i)\0<i,j<k}=Sk,

R = {(/,/) | r < /,/ < r + k, i + j * 2r + 2k] = Rr.
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Table 5.1

Comparison between fM/N and [A¡S]R approximants of various

degrees to Bip, q) at various points ip, q).

p.q 1.75,-.25 -.5.-.5 -.75,-.75

B(p,q)

f     (31,16)
3/3

(79,16)
7/3

[3;3/l]^39'lt)

[S;4/2]<85>9)

-6.77770

-6.787

-6.77774

-6. 794

-6.77775

0.

-.14

-.0010

-.026

-.00021

9.88840

7.0

9.82

9.94

9.8877

p.q
-1.25,-1.25 -1.5,-1.5 -1.75,-1.75

B(p,q)

.     (31,16)
3/3

f     (79,16)r7/3

[3;3/l]<39>4)

[5;4/2]<85>9)

-16.266

-2.6

-15.7

-15.3

-16.271

0.

-3.7

-3.8

-.19

-.023

28.253

-2.8

4.0

27.18

28.259

p.q 1.75,-.25 1.75,-.5 1.75,-.75

B(p,q)

f      (72,9)
7/2

[5;2/2]<61'9)

-5.08327851

-5.083274

-5.083272

-3.59442070

-3.59438

-3.59440

■4.44288294

■4.4421

■4.44427

p.q 1.75,-1.25 1.75,-1.5 1.75,-1.75

B(p,q)

(72,9)
7/2

[5;2/2]<61>9>

2.03331140

2.05

2.0329

0.599070

0.62

0.59901

0.

0.10

0.010
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For the infinite 1-D power series appearing in the definition of [A/S]R, we have used

diagonal ordinary Padé approximants [«/«]. The resulting approximation is thus de-

noted as [[n/n]Am/Sk]R , or shortly as [n; m\k\. [[n/n]Am/Sk]R   is an approximation

of the form

£ xi z**"^', g , zr=o Pin1

<5-4) /=o  e^oV /=o/ rwV

Its computation involves the terms {c¿} with

(/,/) e {(/,/) 10 < i< 2n, 0 </ < m) U {(/,/) I 0 < / < m, 0 </ < 2«} U /?,

i.e., 2(2« + l)(/n + 1) - (m + l)2 + (k + r- m)2 - 1 terms, and the solution of a linear

system of order (£ + l)2.

We compare our results with those of Graves-Morris, Hughes-Jones, and Makinson

[3] who have used symmetric-off-diagonal approximation (S.O.D.) of the form

The computation of fM,N involves the terms

{cif\0<i+j<M + N + 1 VO<i,/<max(Äi,/V)},

i.e., (M + l)2 + (N + l)2 - 1 terms, and the solution of a linear system of order

iN + l)2.  The special block structure of the system of equations can be used to re-

duce the computational effort; Hughes-Jones and Makinson [5],

Recently, a recursive procedure for computing 2-D Padé approximants was pre-

sented by Bose and Basu [1], and this procedure can be applied for our case as well.

However, we have used direct computation by LU decomposition, which is accurate

and fast enough for the low order approximations that we tested and of course is much

simpler to program.

In Table 5.1, we compare the numerical values of the [[n/n]Am/Sk]R   ap-

proximants with those obtained by the fM,N approximants and with the exact values

of the Beta function at various points.  We add double upper subscripts to the notation

of the different approximants, in which the first index stands for the number of series

terms used and the second for the order of the system solved to obtain the approxi-

mant, e.g., [4; 4/2]2s4'9) is the [[4/4]44/S2]Ä    approximant; it uses 54 series terms

and is obtained by solving a 9th order system.

It is clear from the table above that the [A/S]R approximant can in some cases

produce better approximations with less computational effort.

6.  Infinite Double Integrals.  In this section we consider the problem of accelerat-

ing the convergence of infinite double integrals. To the best of our knowledge, no

direct method has been proposed for this problem yet. Of course it can be approached

by considering a sequence of finite double integrals or by a consequential use of
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methods for 1-D infinite integrals.  In what follows we present a direct method which,

unlike the indirect methods, makes use of 2-D properties of the integrand.

As in the case of 2-D series, we assume here that the 1-D case is satisfactorily

solved.  This assumption holds for a wide and important class of integrals for which the

confluent e-algorithm of Wynn [10], the G-transformation of Gray, Atchison, and

McWilliams [4], or the ^-transformation of Levin and Sidi [7] can be applied.  The con-

fluent e-algorithm and the G-transformation serve us also as a model for building the

2-D approximations.  Both these methods give the exact value of /q fit) dt for func-

tions satisfying linear differential equations with constant coefficients,

m

(6.1) fit) = Z p^Kt),    t e [o, oo).
k=l

The confluent e-algorithm of Wynn can be written as

rt m

(6.2) em(t) = J   f(r)dr -  Z Pkf^Kt),
J° k=i

where the coefficients pk satisfy

m

(6.3) /(%) =  Z Pkf(k+I)(t),     / = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1.
fc=i

The derivation of approximations to infinite double integrals is based upon the

assumption that the integrand satisfies a linear partial differential equation with con-

stant coefficients of the form

(6.4) f(x,y)=     Z   akldkd'yf(x,y),      T C Í2+, (0,0) <£ T.
(k,l)&T

Here £2 stands for the lattice plane.

Theorem 6.1. Let f satisfy (6.4) for x > a and y > b, and let

lim  ôkd'-lf(x,y) = 0,      (k,l)ET,li=0,
Tj—*oo

lim a*"1 b'yf(x, y) = 0,      (k,t)ET,k* 0.

rrf(x,y)dxdy=     Z    a^-'b^fi^b)
0     " (k,l)&T

k-l^O

- Z    akfi fyk-if(a,y)dy
(k,0)<=T b

- Z    «o ; T *lylHx' b)dx-
(o,/)er       J a

Proof.   The result follows by using representation (6.4) for the integrand and

performing integration by parts.

Defining A = {(x, y) \ x < a or y < b, x, y > 0}, we can write the double inte-

gral in (6.5) as
/oo      /-°° /-OO     •»oo

b J a /(X'y>)dxdy = J 0 J 0 f(x> yïàxdy "ff /(*> y)dxdy.
A

and

Then

(6.5)
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The 2-D analogue of the confluent e-algorithm is thus defined as follows:

Definition 6.1.  Let T and R be two r-element subsets of £2+, (0, 0) É T, then

for a, b > 0

42>(a, b) = fjfix, y)dxdy +      Z   ot^d'-ifia, b)
A (k,l)(£T

k-teO

(6-7)
-     Z    <*fc0 f    dkx-ifia,y)dy-     Z    a0 , T d'y1fix,b)dx,

(k,0)GT J » (0.0GT       '   J a

where the coefficients akl are determined by the system of linear equations

(6.8) dxd>yf(a,b)=     Z    ockIbk+id'y+'f(a, b),      (i,j)ER,
(k,l)GT

(assuming that all the necessary partial derivatives of / exist) provided that this system

has a unique solution.

Corollary.  Necessary and sufficient conditions that

e{2\a,b)= f T fix,y)dxdy    \/a,b>0,
J o J o

are that f satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6.1 and that the system (6.8) has a unique

solution.

Proof.   Sufficiency is proved by Theorem 6.1, and necessity follows by differen-

tiating (6.5) with respect to a and b.

For a = b = 0 Eq. (6.5) provides an expression for /q/Ô fix, y) dx dy in terms

of the derivatives of /at (0, 0), integrals of the normal derivatives of/along the bound-

aries, and of course the akl of (6.4).  As in the 1-D case, e^ has the disadvantage of

the need to provide high order derivatives of the integrand.  However, in the 1-D case

this difficulty can be avoided by using the G-transformation of Gray, Atchison, and

McWilhams [4] which can be written as

ra m

(6.9) Gm(a; At) = j   f(t)dt - Z o^-'fia),
J ° k=i

where the qk's satisfy

(6.10) [a+0+l)Atf(t)dt = Z qkAkf(a+iàt),     / = 0,1, . . . ,m~ 1.
J a+jAt fc=l

The relations (6.10) can be viewed as originating from the assumption that /satisfies
m

(6.11) f(t)=  Z  qkAk-lf(t),      t>0.
fc=i

The class of functions satisfying (6.11) is the same as the class of functions satisfying

(6.1).  Hence, although the G-transformation uses only function values and no deriva-

tives, it still has the same class of exactness as that of the confluent e-algorithm.

The 2-D analogue of the G-transformation is defined as follows:

Definition 6.2. Let T and R be two r-element subsets of Í2+, (0, 0) £ T, and let

A = {(x, y)\x < a or y < b, x, y > 0}, then for a, b > 0
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G<?>(«, b; Ax, Ay) =   fjf(x,y)dxdy +     Z   ß^A^A^^b)
A

(6.12)

(k,l)BT

kl*0

- Z    ßk>or Akx-ifia,y)dy
(k,0)GT b

- Z   ßo,i f" Al-lfix,b)dx,
(o,i)<et       J "

where the ßkl are determined by the linear system of r equations

rb + U+l)Ay  ra+(i+l)Ax

J ô+/A>> -' a + iAx

=     Z    ^;/A^/(a + /Ax,ô+/Ay)
r6l^ (k'l)eT
(6-13) fc./^o

t-^ rb + (j+i)û.y     ,
- Z    i3fc,oj\   .A Akf(a + iAx,y)dy

(k,o)er        J Ô+/A>'

^ ra+(i+l)Ax     ,

- Z   ßo i f Av/(*. * + ¡Ay)dx,      ii, f)ER.
(0,0er       J a+lAx

provided that this system has a unique solution.  Here Ax fix, y) = fix + Ax, y) -

fix, y) and Ayfix, y) = fix, y + Ay)- fix, y).

Theorem 6.2. Necessary and sufficient conditions that

G<fXa, b; Ax, Ay) = f" f" fix, y)dxdy    Va, b>0,
1 J 0 J 0

are that f satisfies a relation of the form

fix,y)=     Z    ßklAkx-iA'yifxy(x,y)+      Z    ßkt0Akx-lfx(x,y)
(k,i)<ET (fc,o)er

(6.14) kl*°

+    Z   ßo,iAly%(x,y)
(o,/)er

Vx, y>0, that lim^^^ ory^„ f(x, y) = 0, and that R is chosen so that the system

(6.13) has a unique solution.

Proof.   Integrating (6.14) from a to infinity with respect to x and from b to in-

finity with respect to y and using integration by parts, we obtain

HTf(*>y)dxdy=     Z    ßklAkx'lAylfi^b)
b J a (k,t)GT

ki*o

(6.15)
- Z   ßk,0 f   àk-1f(a,y)dy

(t.ojer b

- Z   ßoi f à'y1f(x,b)dx.
(o,/)er a
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The equations (6.13) can be obtained for any i, / > 0 by integration of (6.14).  Com-

paring (6.12) and (6.15) and using (6.6) we obtain

Gt2>(«, b; Ax, Ay) = f" f" f(x,y)dxdy
i j o j o

and thus sufficiency is proved.  The necessity follows by differentiating (6.12) with

respect to a and b.

Unlike the 1-D case, e^ and G^ do not, in general, share the same exactness

class. That is due to the fact that a function satisfying a relation of the form (6.4)

does not necessarily satisfy also a relation of the form (6.14) and vice versa.  It is of

course more natural to assume a relation of the form (6.4). However, the relations

(6.14) are not less general than (6.4), and for many cases they can provide good

approximations to the relations (6.4). Therefore, for cases in which the computation

of the integrand's derivatives is expensive, G^ is recommended.
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